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Abstract This paper presents a technique for a reactive mo-
bile robot to adaptively behave in unforeseen and dynamic
circumstances. A robot in nonstationary environments needs
to infer how to adaptively behave to the changing envi-
ronment. Behavior-based approach manages the interactions
between the robot and its environment for generating be-
haviors, but in spite of its strengths of fast response, it has
not been applied much to more complex problems for high-
level behaviors. For that reason many researchers employ
a behavior-based deliberative architecture. This paper pro-
poses a 2-layer control architecture for generating adaptive
behaviors to perceive and avoid moving obstacles as well as
stationary obstacles. The first layer is to generate reflexive
and autonomous behaviors with behavior network, and the
second layer is to infer dynamic situations of the mobile ro-
bot with Bayesian network. These two levels facilitate a tight
integration between high-level inference and low-level be-
haviors. Experimental results with various simulations and a
real robot have shown that the robot reaches the goal points
while avoiding stationary or moving obstacles with the pro-
posed architecture.
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1 Introduction

Autonomous robots have operated reliably and adaptively
in real-life situations. To perform complex activities effec-
tively, robots must possess rich perceptual capabilities to
recognize objects. Robot must also reason about dynamic
conditions. Conventional artificial intelligence deals with
complex agents in simple environments whereas behavior-
based approaches have handled simple agents in noisy
and dynamic situations [1]. Behavior network takes ad-
vantage of the generation of higher abstract behaviors than
behavior-based system in addition to react instantly on the
stimuli like behavior-based system. The central idea of
behavior network is that the different types of links en-
code various relationships [2]. Often the robot has multi-
ple goals [3]. It may try to reach a goal point ahead of it
while avoiding local obstacles because behavior network
has goals.

It has been attempted to avoid static obstacles by path
planning or map building. The planning method can solve
the problem of collision avoidance in the case of known en-
vironments. Planners relying heavily on world models can
readily integrate world knowledge. The top-down delibera-
tive approach [4] uses a global world model to generate the
most appropriate behaviors to avoid static obstacles. If a mo-
bile robot has no map about the environment, the problem
of avoiding static obstacles can also be solved by behavior-
based system [5]. However, it cannot avoid moving obsta-
cles using behavior-based system alone because the move-
ment of obstacles is difficult to be predicted. The process
of predicting what will happen when a behavior is exe-
cuted is essential for autonomous robots to adaptively be-
have. Therefore, there are many researchers for dealing with
various aspects of dynamic collision avoidance in uncertain
situations.
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It is difficult to avoid moving obstacles because mobile
robot has to perceive situations by only utilizing its sen-
sors in real-time. The predictability is crucial to the collision
avoidance in nonstationary conditions. If there is no need
to predict, we can rely entirely on what is sensed, resulting
in a purely reactive approach [6]. However, it is difficult to
predict in the real world. In MIT AI Lab., they proposed a
method of learning each circumstance for avoiding moving
obstacles [7]. Hashimoto utilized the evolutionary compu-
tation and fuzzy system for avoiding moving obstacles [8],
and Inoue presented a behavior learning method based on
Bayesian networks and experience of interaction between
human and robots of avoiding moving obstacles [9]. Nico-
lescu and Mataric dealt with changing situations by learning
and constructing hierarchical structure of previous behaviors
for solving the problem of avoiding moving obstacles [10].

Although behavior network is proposed for solving prob-
lems having goals, it is not enough for adaptive behaviors
in changing situations. To cope with this problem we pro-
pose a control architecture in which Bayesian network di-
rects behavior network. This architecture selects a behavior
of the highest weight which is computed by the inference of
Bayesian network in behavior network. Bayesian network
takes advantage that it is independently applied to an envi-
ronment because it is designed by only using the informa-
tion from sensors. It differs from existing hybrid architec-
tures in three aspects: (1) behavior network performs con-
tinuous response encoding, (2) the inference module infers
unforeseen and dynamic circumstances, and (3) it also op-
erates in other environments with different dynamics. Ex-
periments have confirmed that the robot reaches the goal
while avoiding static or moving obstacles with the proposed
method, whereas only using behavior network is not enough
for generating adaptive behaviors in dynamic situations. We
have also performed the experiments with a real mobile ro-
bot.

The next section explains the related works of generat-
ing adaptive behaviors in dynamic situations, and Sect. 3
describes how the proposed method of integrating behav-
ior network and Bayesian network is constructed. Finally
Sects. 4 and 5 provide the experimental results, discussion,
and suggestions for the future work.

2 Related works

Intelligent behaviors of agents have been studied for gen-
erating autonomous and adaptive behaviors within dynamic
environments. The applications with behavior-based system
include a guide robot for museum tour using the behavior-
based planning by Burgard and Thrun and autonomous un-
derwater vehicle by Bennett [11, 12]. Behavior-based ap-
proach is based on the notion of behavior, and behaviors are

real-time processes taking inputs from sensors and other be-
haviors and sending outputs to the robot’s actuators [13].
The behavior network proposed by Maes can acquire global
goals as well as autonomously select behaviors as bestowing
goals on the behavior-based system.

Among the related works for behavior network, Nico-
lescu and Mataric proposed the peculiar behavior network
system expanding behavior-based architecture for solving
complex or sequential problem [14]. Khoo and Zubek con-
structed a stationary behavior network system for generat-
ing behaviors of a character in computer game, and com-
pared those systems with the defined rule-based system [15].
Weigel et al. applied an action selection mechanism based
on behavior network for generating behaviors of soccer ro-
bot and extended the system to multi-robot problem [16].
Matsuura presented the formative behavior network for gen-
erating walking behaviors of bipedal robot from the stimuli
of sensors [17].

The problems of avoiding obstacles have been actively
studied, but most of them deal with static obstacles. It is an
important issue to generate autonomous and adaptive behav-
iors in real world, and the researches for avoiding moving
obstacles are contributed to mobile robots. Mucientes et al.
described the fuzzy controller system for avoiding moving
obstacles using fuzzy temporal reasoning, which is called
as fuzzy temporal rules [18]. Fujimori and Tani presented
the collision avoidance in cooperative multi-robot system
for avoiding moving obstacles and for navigating to the
goal [19]. Mbede et al. combined a probabilistic map as
a global planner and fuzzy reactive (local) planner for au-
tonomous navigation and avoiding obstacles [20]. Sabourin
and Madani presented obstacle avoidance strategy for biped
robot using fuzzy Q-learning method [21].

The hybrid of behavior-based system and high-level con-
troller is variously investigated in the problem of avoiding
moving obstacles as shown in Table 1. In this paper we uti-
lize Bayesian network for inferring dynamic situations with
the information based on sensors within agent and behav-
ior network for generating autonomous and reflexive behav-
iors in nonstationary conditions and for acquiring the global
goals. The controllers by fuzzy inference have limitations
such that fuzzy rules are defined for each situation and the
system must prepare for many fuzzy rules as there are var-
ious situations in the environment of robots. Bayesian in-
ference has concerned in various applications such as the
robotics in which the method of inference for map building
[26] and the dialogue agents for emotional inference [27].

3 Bayesian-network driven behavior network

Behavior network does not have to be re-designed to chang-
ing environments if it has been well designed with appropri-
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Table 1 Applications of behavior-based system

Type Method Researcher Year Feature

Behavior-based Behavior-based
planning

Burgard and
Thrun

2001 A guide robot to generate robust and reflexive behaviors by behavior-based
planning [11]

Behavior-based
learning

Smart and
Kaelbling

2002 Introduce a framework for reinforcement learning to reach the goal [7]

Behavior-based
control

Bennett 2000 Autonomous exploration of underwater vehicle in unknown environment
[12]

Behavior network Hierarchical
abstract behavior

Nicolescu
and Mataric

2001 System for solving complex or sequential problem in behavior-based system
[10]

Behavior network Khooa and
Zubek

2002 Apply pre-designed behavior network [15]

Behavior network Wigel 2002 Apply behavior network for generating behavior of soccer robot [16]

Formative behav-
ior network

Matsuura 2000 Generate walking behavior of bipedal robot [17]

Fuzzy Fuzzy control sys-
tem

Mucientes
and Barro

2001 Generate adaptive behaviors using fuzzy and fuzzy inference, require to
plenty of fuzzy rules [18]

Behavior-based +
fuzzy

Thongchai 2002 Avoid moving obstacles using fuzzy rules and reinforcement, localize to
learned behaviors [22]

Neuro-fuzzy +
Planning

Mbede, et al. 2005 Combine a global planner and fuzzy reactive (local) planner for autonomous
navigation and avoiding obstacle [20]

GA GA + Inference Inoue 2000 Generate behaviors using Bayesian network and genetic algorithm [9]

MDP Planning Lane, Kael-
bling

2001 Hierarchical decomposition for partial plans of partitioning state spaces [22]

NN NN learning Sabourin and
Bruneau

2005 Learn joint trajectories of biped robot to increase the robustness of its’ dy-
namic walking control [23]

Neural Q-learning Carreras,
et al.

2007 Learn reactive robot behaviors in real-time using the semi-online neural
Q-learning [24]

Fuzzy-CMAC Sabourin,
et al.

2007 Generate autonomous gait pattern of biped robot based on Fuzzy-CMAC
neural networks approach [25]

Fuzzy Q-learning Sabourin and
Madani

2008 Make footstep planning to avoid obstacle for biped robot using fuzzy Q-
learning [21]

ate preconditions, goals, and behaviors. However it is dif-
ficult to generate adaptive behaviors in some dynamic en-
vironments. The system of Bayesian network driven behav-
ior network takes advantages of the fast generation of au-
tonomous and adaptive behaviors as well as the independent
operations within environments. Figure 1 shows the over-
all architecture of the proposed method. It consists of 2-
layer controllers in which the layer 1 is for reflexive con-
trol of behaviors and the layer 2 is for deliberative infer-
ence.

3.1 Mathematical notations

The variables required for the mathematical notations of the
proposed method using Bayesian inference driven behavior
network are as follows. These variables are also applied to
the function for the Bayesian inference, the computation of

an activation level of each node, and the selection of active
node in the behavior modules.

• α: Activation level
• θ : The initial value of the global threshold which is re-

duced by 10% if no executable node has an activation
greater than it

• φ: An amount of the activation energy of environmental
sensor inputs and successor links

• γ : An amount of the activation energy of goal inputs and
predecessor links

• δ: An amount of the activation energy of protected goal
inputs and conflictor links

• t : Current time
• B: A set of behavior nodes
• BPS : A set of preconditions of behavior node b

• BAS : A set of add lists of behavior node b

• BDS : A set of delete list of behavior node b
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Fig. 1 The architecture of
Bayesian-inference driven
behavior network

The function for selecting the activation node bi in time
t is defined as follows.

bi(t) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 if

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

αbi
(t) ≥ θ,

executable(bi, t) = 1,

αbi
(t) ≥ αbj

(t), ∀j · � · (1) and (2)

0 otherwise

(1)

executable(bi, t) =
{

1 if bi is executable at time t,

0 otherwise.
(2)

The function for the activation level αbi
in behavior node bi

is defined as follows.

αbi
(t) =

{
0 if t = 0,

D(bi, t) + β(bi, t) otherwise.

The activation value of each behavior D(bi, t) is defined
as follows:

D(bi, t) = S(bi, t) + G(bi, t) − P(bi, t)

+
∑

bj ,bk

(SPEW(bj , bk, t) + SPFW (bj , bk, t)

− SPPG(bj , bk, t)), (3)

SPEW(bj , bk, t) =
{

1 if bj ∈ BPS , bk ∈ BAS,

0 otherwise,

SPFW (bj , bk, t) =
{

1 if bj ∈ BAS , bk ∈ BPS,

0 otherwise,

SPPG(bj , bk, t) =
{

1 if bj ∈ BDS , bk ∈ BPS,

0 otherwise.

β(bi, t), the weight affecting the activation in behavior
nodes after the agent infers the situation by Bayesian net-
work, is defined as follows:

β(bi, t) =
{

ξ if bi ∈ rk,i , i ∈ I , 	(k, i) = σ ,

0 otherwise,
(4)

rk,i = {s | s ∈ effect_node(k), s : ith state},
I = {x | x ∈ SI (t),1 ≤ x ≤ #(Effect Nodes),

SI (t) : causes at time t},
	(k, i) = P(bki |c1j · · · cmi) : conditional probability,

m : #(cause nodes),

σ = Max{	(k, i) | 	 : conditional probability,

1 ≤ i ≤ #(states in ri), k : effect node}.
In (3), S(bi, t) is the activation value from sensors at

time t , G(bi, t) is the activation value from goals at time t ,
and P(bi, t) is the activation value to be deleted from
protected goal at time t . In addition to these equations,
SPEW(bj , bk, t) is the backward spreading from node bj to
bk which means both the preconditions of bj and the add
list of bk , and SPFW (bj , bk, t) is the forward spreading from
node bj to bk , which means both the add list of bj and the
precondition of bk . SPPG(bj , bk, t) specifies which node bj

takes away from node bk that means both the delete list of
bj and the precondition of bk .

In (4), rk,i means the ith state in the kth effect node of
Bayesian network, and I is the set of indexes of result nodes
where preconditions are satisfied at time t . 	(k, i) is the
conditional probability at the ith state in the kth result node,
and σ is the state of the highest probability in the kth result
node. That is, β(bi, t)is set by ξ if the ith state of the kth
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Fig. 2 An example of
behavior-network architecture

node in Bayesian network has the highest probability in that
node and the preconditions of behavior node, bi , are satis-
fied.

3.2 Behavior network

Figure 2 shows an example of behavior network architec-
ture that has primitive behaviors such as ‘Follow Light’, ‘Go
Straight’, ‘Turn Left’, and ‘Turn Right’. In behavior net-
work, each node has preconditions, add lists, delete lists, ac-
tivation level, and execution code, and also has the connec-
tion between nodes such as internal links and external links
[2]. The internal links are specified as predecessor links, suc-
cessor links, and conflictor links, and the external links pro-
viding input to the network are specified from sensors and
goals. Using these links, an excitation can be fed from the
current situation and goals, and a behavior will then, after
several iterations, come to settle in the node representing the
most appropriate behavior.

For constructing behavior network, we have to first define
primitive behaviors, information from sensors, and goals
which are tightly coupled in the problem. In Fig. 2 the in-
formation from sensors are ‘Near Light’, ‘Nothing’, ‘Near
Obstacle’, and ‘Shade Area’, and the goals are ‘Reach Goal’
and ‘Avoid Obstacle’. All behavior nodes contain the five
items as Table 2. There are preconditions, add list, delete
list, activation level and execution codes for activating be-
havior nodes. Here, delete list is optional. Execution codes
into each behavior node are made by manual programming
or learning methods, and activation levels are recalculated in
each time according to the relations between behavior nodes
and sensors. Table 2 shows the information of each node
consisting of behavior network. After defining the informa-
tion of each node, we have to make some connection with
sensors, primitive behaviors, and goals through the external

Table 2 The information of behavior nodes within the behavior net-
work

Conditions Information

in behavior node

Precondition Logical conditions that are required to be true

Add List Conditions that the node is likely to be true

Delete List Conditions that are likely to be made false

Activation Level Activation value for selecting the best behavior

Execution Code The code for the execution of behavior

links and internal links. In Fig. 2, behavior network has the
external links from sensors and goals and the internal links
to connect behavior nodes with each other.

Figure 3 shows the internal structure in nodes and links in
behavior network. Behavior nodes are activated by informa-
tion excited from internal and external links, and the excita-
tion is spread by the predecessor, successor, and conflictor
links. In Fig. 2, the predecessor links of ‘Follow Light’ are
from ‘Go Straight’ and ‘Near Light’, and the successor link
is to ‘Reach Goal’. The predecessor links of ‘Go Straight’
is also from ‘Nothing’, ‘Turn Left’, and ‘Turn Right’, and
the successor links are to ‘Reach Goal’, ‘Avoid Obstacle’,
and ‘Follow Light’. The predecessor links of ‘Turn Right’
are from ‘Shade Area’, ‘Near Obstacle’, and ‘Go Straight’,
and the successor links are to ‘Avoid Obstacle’ and ‘Go
Straight’. Table 3 shows the conditions for activating the
internal links and external links. In this table A and B are
behavior nodes that construct a behavior network. For acti-
vating an appropriate behavior, behavior network has to be
well constructed by the information of preconditions, add
list, and delete list.

YAKS simulation robot and Khepera II real robot used in
the experiments have 8 infra-red proximity and light sensors
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Fig. 3 The internal structure in
behavior network

Table 3 Conditions for activation of behaviors

Internal Link

Predecessor Link (ρ = false) (ρ ∈ preconditions of node A) (ρ ∈
add list of B)

Successor Link (ρ = false) (ρ ∈ add list of node A) (A is exe-
cutable) (ρ ∈ preconditions of B)

Conflictor Link (ρ = true) (ρ ∈ preconditions of node A) (ρ ∈
delete list of B)

External Link

Sensors (ρ = true) (ρ ∈ preconditions of node A)

Goals (ρ ≥ 0) (ρ ∈ add list of node A)

with up to 100 mm range and 2 DC brushed servo motors
with incremental encoders. For avoiding moving obstacles,
we use the directions and locations by previous behaviors
as well as the values from distance sensors. Since layer 1
is for reflexive and autonomous behaviors of a mobile ro-
bot, it is sufficient to use the information of current sensors.
However, layer 2 has to infer dynamic situations so that we
need to analyze the past behaviors and sensors as well as the
current sensors.

3.3 Bayesian inference

Bayesian network is represented as a DAG (Directed Acyclic
Graph) where each node corresponds to the probabilistic
variable and the arches among the variables correspond to
the probabilistic dependency [28, 29]. It has been known as

a useful tool for modeling and reasoning in various uncer-
tain domains last two decades [30]. A structure of Bayesian
network represents the relations of cause (parent) and ef-
fect (child) from their probability, and it can infer the result
based on the conditional probability of cause nodes. Figure 4
shows an example of a Bayesian network and its conditional
probability table. With these values in conditional proba-
bility tables, the robot can infer the probability of a certain
decision node given observed evidences.

Figure 5 shows the Bayesian network designed for avoid-
ing moving obstacles as well as stationary obstacles. The
cause nodes from eight proximity sensors are ‘distance 0’,
‘distance 1’, ‘distance 2’, ‘distance 3’, ‘distance 4’, ‘dis-
tance 5’, ‘distance 6’, and ‘distance 7’, and the cause nodes
for inferring the changing situations from previous be-
havior are ‘distance of obstacles’, ‘position of obstacles’,
‘previous behavior’, and the directional change of obsta-
cles such as ‘rear_object’, ‘front_object’, ‘left_object’, and
‘right_object’. ‘distance 0’ through ‘distance 7’ are the dis-
tances between the robot and obstacles measured by eight
infra red sensors in Khepera. The initial probability of each
node is defined as 1/n for the n conditions in each node.
According to this the initial probability of ‘distance 0’ is
P(Near0) = 0.5 and P(Far0) = 0.5. There are some im-
portant factors to the nodes named ‘distance of obstacles’,
‘position of obstacles’, ‘previous behavior’, ‘left_object’,
‘right_object’, ‘front_object’, and ‘rear_object’ for inferring
dynamic situations.

For example, if the left sensors of robot detect an ob-
stacle in current state, the probabilities P(Near0) and
P(Near1) in the nodes of ‘distance 0’ and ‘distance 1’
get higher. The probabilities P(Approach) and P(GoAway)
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Fig. 4 Bayesian network and
conditional probability table for
Bayesian network

Fig. 5 Bayesian network for avoiding moving obstacles

in the node ‘distance of obstacles’ and P(Front 2Left),

P(Left), and P(Rear 2Left) in the node ‘left_object’ are de-

termined from the previous information. If P(Approach) >

P (GoAway) in the node ‘distance of obstacles’, the node

of the highest probability among P(NoTurn),P (TurnLeft),

and P(Rear 2Left) in the effect node is selected. The

node ‘left_object’ consists of P(Front 2Left),P (Left), and

P(Rear 2Left) which mean the change of obstacle from front

to left, from left to left, and from rear to left, respectively.

The conditional probability of the effect node ‘left_turn’ is

determined from the above probabilities.

3.4 Inference in dynamic situations

Current sensors and previous situations are the important
factors for selecting the optimal behaviors, and Bayesian
network can independently apply to their environment us-
ing inference of nonstationary conditions. In this paper the
factors affecting Bayesian inference are eight infra-red sen-
sors, the change of distance between obstacle and robot, the
change of position from previous to current state, the previ-
ous behavior of the robot, and the direction of goals. The
robot perceives the direction of obstacles using the eight
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Fig. 6 The process of state inference in the proposed method

Fig. 7 Experimental
environment in the simulator (a)
and a Khepera II mobile robot
(b)

infra-red sensors, and may select different behaviors as the
changes of direction, position, and previous behaviors.

Figure 6 shows the process of state inference in the pro-
posed method which has reflexive and autonomous behavior
of behavior network and the inferred behavior for dynamic
environment using Bayesian inference. The activation value
of nodes is renewable in case the inference by the condi-
tional probability table affects the behavior node. After the
behavior network examines the executable behavior nodes
having the highest activation value and satisfying the pre-
conditions, the robot executes the behavior node. If the node
is not satisfied with the preconditions or the activation value
is less than the threshold, the behavior network decreases the
threshold and repeats the process.

Behavior network is mediated by the inference of current
state from conditional probability table in Bayesian infer-
ence in this process, and also reflects the effect of the in-
ference by updating the activation value in behavior nodes.
The result nodes having the probability in Bayesian network

are ‘right_turn’, ‘left_turn’, ‘front_turn’, and ‘rear_turn’,
and each node has the probability variables, ‘No_Turn’,
‘Left_Turn’, and ‘Right_Turn’. These variables are updated
by the probability of the probability variables in the parent’s
nodes.

4 Experimental results

For experiments we use the YAKS, the 3D robot simula-
tor, and a real Khepera II mobile robot as shown in Fig. 7.
The environment of the simulator has the mobile robot
(number 0) which generates behaviors using the proposed
method and two robots (numbers 1 and 2) which act as the
moving obstacles. These two robot-like obstacles can only
detect and avoid the walls of the fence, and cannot avoid
a robot when they collide with other robots. This simula-
tor may change the angle of the view. In Fig. 7(a) the white
cylinder represents the static obstacles, and the number of
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them changes as the experiments. The robot randomly starts
from a position for the comparative analysis of behavior net-
work and the proposed method, and also starts from the fixed
positions for various analyses of the proposed method.

The goals in these experiments are to avoid moving
obstacles and to reach the goal position marked with the
light area in the corner of the fence. The basic behaviors
in behavior-network are ‘Go Straight’, ‘Turn Left’, ‘Turn
Right’, and ‘Follow Light’, and the input sensors in a robot
are for detecting distance and light. We put randomly 5% of
noise in the value from sensors in this simulation.

4.1 Comparative analysis

After the experiments of avoiding moving obstacles using
only behavior network and the proposed method respec-
tively, we have observed that the robot may not avoid mov-
ing obstacles when a moving obstacle is directly in front of
the robot. Since the avoidance may succeed or not as the
direction and position of an obstacle from the robot, ‘Turn
Left’ or ‘Turn Right’ is an important behavior. When start-
ing at the same position and direction in the behavior net-
work and the proposed method respectively, the robot col-
lides with a moving obstacle with the behavior network, but
avoids the obstacle and reaches the goal with the proposed
method.

We have analyzed the behavior for avoiding moving ob-
stacles which get nearer from various positions and direc-
tions using the behavior network and the proposed method.
We have verified the success of 52% and 90% among 60 tri-
als using the behavior network and the proposed method, re-
spectively. The cases of failure with the proposed method are
when the obstacle gets nearer on the front side or changes its
direction abruptly. Figure 8 shows the success rate for avoid-
ing moving obstacles in the behavior network and the pro-
posed method. In this figure y-axis is the success rate which
ranges from 0 to 1.

Figure 9 shows the comparison of the behavior network
with the proposed method. (a) is the comparison of the be-
havior sequences and (b) is that of the angles of movement
caused by the behaviors. In this figure the solid line repre-
sents the behaviors and angles with the behavior network
and the dashed line represents the behaviors and angles with
the proposed method. In the y-axis, 1 is ‘Go Straight’, 2 is
‘Turn Left’, and 3 is ‘Turn Right’. In Fig. 9, the robot does
rarely change its’ behavior with the conventional behavior
network while it selects ‘Turn Left’ and ‘Turn Right’ fre-
quently and appropriately in the situation with the proposed
method. It means that the robot can select behaviors more
adaptively with the proposed method than with the conven-
tional behavior network.

4.2 Analysis for avoiding moving obstacles

As mentioned before, we have analyzed the behavior selec-
tions of the robot as the moved angles between the robot

Fig. 8 The success rate for avoiding moving obstacles

Fig. 9 The behaviors (a) and angles (b) in the behavior network and the proposed method
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Fig. 10 The trajectory (a) and each behavior (b) by the time of avoiding moving obstacles with the proposed method

and obstacle using the proposed method. Figure 10 shows
that the robot reaches the goal while avoiding moving obsta-
cles, fence, and static obstacles of 2, 3, and 2 times, respec-
tively. In this figure, (a) shows the trajectories of the robot
and moving obstacles, and (b) shows the behavior selections
of the robot to reach the goal and has the marked circles
representing the collision avoidances with moving obstacles,
static obstacles, and fence.

We have subsequently analyzed the behaviors of a robot
in cases of the same direction and the opposite direction of
a robot for comparing behavior selections as the changes
of the angles between the robot and obstacles. Figure 11
shows the result of avoiding moving obstacles. In this fig-
ure (a) and (b) are the trajectories in the cases of colliding
with an obstacle 2 in the same direction at the left and at the
right of the robot, and (c) represents the behavior sequences
of (a) according to time. Lastly (d) represents the behavior
sequences of (b) with respect to time. In (c) and (d), x-axis is
time and y-axis is the selected behaviors by time. The num-
bers of y-axis represent that 1 is ‘Go Straight’, 2 is ‘Turn
Left’, and 3 is ‘Turn Right’. Table 4 shows the results of
adaptive behaviors with respect to the direction and posi-
tion between robot and moving obstacles. There are some
results of colliding with obstacles in various angles of the
robot.

Figure 12 shows the trajectories and behavior sequences
when the robot avoids an obstacle coming from the opposite
direction. There are three cases of the approach at the left,
right, and front of the robot. In this figure (a) and (b) are the
results of avoiding obstacle 2 at the left of the robot, (c) and
(d) are the results of avoiding obstacle 2 at the right of the

robot, and (e) and (f) are the results of avoiding obstacle 2
at the front of the robot. (a), (c), and (e) represent the trajec-
tories of the robot, obstacle 1 and obstacle 2, and each axis
is the x- and y-coordinates. (b), (d), and (f) represent the
behavior sequences at the time during the experiment, and
x-axis is the time and y-axis is the behavior defined that 1 is
‘Go Straight’, 2 is ‘Turn Left’, and 3 is ‘Turn Right’.

Figure 13 shows the results to avoid moving obstacle with
a real Khepera II mobile robot. In this figure (a) and (b) show
the situations before and after avoiding a white box in front
of the mobile robot, (c), (d) and (e), (f) show those at the
left side and at the right side of the mobile robot, respec-
tively.

5 Concluding remarks

Through the experiments by robot simulator, we have val-
idated that mobile robot goes to the goal with the gener-
ation of an avoidance behavior on moving obstacles us-
ing Bayesian inference driven behavior network. An au-
tonomous behavior of a mobile robot is generated by the
inter-relations of sensors, goals and primitive behaviors in
behavior network, and adaptive behaviors of a mobile ro-
bot are also generated by extending the behavior network
through the inference of each situation using Bayesian net-
work. The proposed method does not have the limitation of
re-constructing the system as the changes of environment
unlike the systems by hybrid learning or planning, and copes
successfully with the limitation to re-define many rules
such as the systems using fuzzy rules and fuzzy inference
[7, 8].
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Fig. 11 Avoiding moving obstacles as the same direction with the robot using the proposed method. Each shows the avoidance at the right side
(a), (c) and at the left side (b), (d) of the robot

Table 4 The results of the adaptive behaviors

Robot Obstacle1 Obstacle2 Direction Position Result

(to Robot)Start Angle Start Angle Start Angle

(800,200) 135° (400,900) 270° (600,100) 90° Same direction to
obst2

Right Turn left

(300,200) 45° (400,900) 270° (600,100) 90° Left 45° Turn right

(300,700) 90° (400,900) 270° (600,100) 90° Different direction
to obst1

Head-on Turn opp. direc-
tion to obst2

(200,500) 60° (400,900) 270° (600,100) 90° Left of obst1 Turn opp. direc-
tion to obst1

(800,400) 240° (400,900) 270° (600,100) 90° Different direction
to obst2

Right of obst2 Turn opp. direc-
tion to obst2
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Fig. 12 Avoiding moving obstacles as the same direction with the robot using the proposed method. Each shows the avoidance at the right side
(a), (b) and at the left side (c), (d), and in the middle (e), (f) of the robot
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Fig. 13 Avoiding moving
obstacle with the real robot
using the proposed method.
Each shows the avoidance in the
middle (a), (b), at the left side
(c), (d), and at the right side (e),
(f) of the robot

We have compared the proposed method with the con-
ventional behavior network in the experiments. It has been
proved to outperform the conventional behavior network
even though it has a higher decision complexity than con-
ventional method due to the inference module of Bayesian
network. However, it is not that significant because Bayesian
network works fast enough for the robot to avoid obstacles
unless the structure is too complicated.

In the future, we will extend this method for the robot
in dynamic speed for generating more adaptive behaviors in
collision avoidance. In this expansion, we will consider the
efficiency of the proposed method because the complexity of
Bayesian networks grows according to the difficulty of the
problem. Also, we have to investigate the hybrid systems
of inference and planning for generating autonomous and
adaptive behaviors of the service robots.
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